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About This Software

VirtualDJ is revolutionary software which allows audio and video mixing right from a computer. VirtualDJ is simple and
intuitive to use but do not be fooled — there are many advanced features to explore and customize.

VirtualDJ features everything you need for imaginative performance and mixing: 

Two virtual decks for loading audio and video tracks, short clips and karaoke
Extensive browsing functions utilizing ID3 tag and custom information fields
Comprehensive mixer with all the features that you would expect from a traditional mixer (EQ, gain, crossfader)
Audio and video effects processors
Linking video to audio tracks for pre-selected visual enhancement to the audio
Sampler for recording and playing back audio clips on the fly
ClipBank for playing back video clips on the fly
Smart and User-Defined (IN/OUT) Looping engine
Real-time recording of your mixes ( Audio and Video )
Real-time webcasting of your sessions

Additionally, VirtualDJ includes many innovative features to help you spend less time with the tedious, time-consuming aspects
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of DJing and mixing:  

Analysis of Beats Per Minute (BPM) and Key detection for Harmonic Mixing
Automatic beat matching for quick mixing
Computer Beat Grid for easy visual mixing
Dynamic Hot Cue points

VirtualDJ is the most complete and extensive DJ software on the market today. It provides an exhaustive set of features for you
to take advantage of and create great mixes. Whether you are a beginner or a professional DJ, you will find working inside
VirtualDJ to be fun, intuitive and highly efficient.  
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Title: Virtual DJ - Broadcaster Edition
Genre: Audio Production, Software Training, Utilities, Video Production, Web Publishing
Developer:
Atomix Productions
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP/Vista/7/8
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 or AMD Athlon™ X2
Memory:1024 MB RAM
Graphics:1024x768 SVGA video
Hard Drive:30 MB HD space
Additional:Multi - channel DirectX compatible soundcard

English,German,French,Italian
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Good timesink. Retro game from my childhood. Make sure you play hardcore mode.. good game but too short. a very solid and
enjoyable puzzle fps. red faction-style terrain destruction tied to some clever puzzles, plus a rad force-field gun. it's good and
you should buy it!. - can't control the creatures in your dungeon :(
- low copy of Dungeon Keeper
- the main story was very easy but A Game of Winter DLC was a very big pain and a challenge
- you gather Evilness only when destroying camps not units
- really we need adds that promotes Kalypso products in-game ??
- A Clash of Pumpkins, A Song of Sand and Fire and A Chance of Dragons DLC's are skirmish maps :(:(

+ A Game of Winter DLC was very nice
+ some dialogs were very funny
+ background music

If you want to kill some time is good. It's nice, but when controls give you more trouble than puzzles, you can't just leave this
game without a negative review.. I literally just downloaded this game because it sounded like "toti" XD
#OnlySouthAfricansWouldUnderstand. Interesting take on tower defense. The camera and your orientation can be tricky at
times, but the game is pretty fun overall.. This game is fun and adorable. And great with friends. I just hope that you will be able
to somehow add in multiplayer. Because not everyone has friends nearby to play this with. I still recomend this game though.
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100 ONLY if !!!!! 20-49 cent - than YES get it + trading cards + me SUCKER for all things Dark that I am ;E x666
. i wonder if they are going to relece the normal Plauge Inc (the one on iphone but they are probably the same exact thing). I got
this game thinking it was gonna be good and it was... for about 15 minutes. then i got stuck on a level and tried to fix it over and
over again and it was never fixed. If you want a good town building game get Banished. It is much better than this piece
of♥♥♥♥♥♥. It was fun while I was able to play. But today I'm in the middle of a match and boom, the game logs me out. I get
sent to the login screen where I would put my email and password. I do that and it tells me the email isn't registered. So I close
the game and open it again. I get back into the game only to be logged out again. I try 3 more times. Not sure what is up with
that. So I give up. I can't leave a good review if I can't stay logged in long enough to play.. DO NOT BUY. Yet another example
of a broken steam game. You cannot play it, but they have no problem asking for money! You need to edit the disciples.ini
notepad and put the correct game path... yeah.

And the game itself? Mediocre at best. Very simple-minded combat system, hardly any skill involved, way too much luck
involved. A much better version is disciples 2 but even that game is still too luck based.. Pretty nice and useful but can you add
an option where you can automaticaly update the sign whenits finished ?. Nice remake of the old fluid games. Has some extra
features I never saw in those though, like upgradable power-ups.

They say the AI adapts to you play-style, but I haven't seen that in practice yet...but that may just be me...

Great game if you don't know what to do for the next 15 minutes.
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